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Descriptions :Hard Time Prison Sim - Wonderful simulator in prison shelters. We need to create a character you've signed and try to survive in a place that's not sure where a word or phrase that's ruthlessly covered can become the last in your life. In the prison are about 100 prisoners together with us, all twelve arranged places, which are transformed into full interactive props. Value in the main prison is
the reputation and currency on which the need to work harder to make our reputation in openwork complete was complete, since its highest level will help us survive. Features : * STRENGTH indicates how much damage you can inflict or absorb. You can improve it by fighting or lifting weights. * AGILITY determines how fast you move. You can improve it by jogging in the yard or shooting baskets. *
INTELLECT reflects your knowledge - including combat skills such as Eg counterwork. You can improve it by reading books. * REPUTATION is how much other prisoners respect them. It can be improved by performing tasks or intimidating others. Simulation games are always popular and fun. They focus on a topic and make it as realistic and entertaining as possible. If you've always been curious about
what life is like in prison, then you'll certainly love this game! Hard Time is a game developed by MDickie that has over 10 million downloads in the Google Play Store! This game is a prison simulation one, so you can spend some time in jail for something. The goal is to survive as long as possible. As you know, prisons can be brutal. There are always riots and guards that make your life more miserable. But
apart from that, there is a lot to enjoy and appreciate in this epic game. If you are curious, read on! What is Hard Time? Prison is the place where all the people who have committed a crime go. It's where the bad guys end up after the police captured them. If you've always wondered what it's like to be in a prison, then this game is for you! Hard Time is a popular prison simulation game. In this game, you
must survive your time in prison until you are released. This means that you can live as a prisoner. There are different gangs that govern different areas, and you may have to fight people to get to the top. You can also update your stats to help you achieve this and join allies to help you. There are tons of things you can do in prison, and you have to do everything you can to govern it. Read on to learn more!
Features of Hard Time Hard Time is a great with which you can take part in gang fights, increase your stats, create your own character and much more! There are tons of illegal things you can do in this game! Here are its features: Unique gameplay – We all know that life in prison is hard. But how hard can it be? In Hard Time, you know exactly what's going on in a prison! Here you will rub your shoulders
with 100 fellow inmates and take part in gang wars. But on normal days, you need to and mental state through sleeping and eating. But if you break down, you temporarily lose control, which gets your character in trouble! As much as possible, strategically climb your way to the top! Create your own character – The funny part about this game is that you can create and customize your own character. This
means that you can create your name, choose your height, your crime, appearance, and your statistics. You get limited points to increase your strength, agility and intelligence. But in appearance, you can all go out! You can customize your hairstyle, hair color, face, glasses, construction and outfit. Improve your character – In hard times, you can improve your stats by earning more money and points. You
can choose which ones to update such as Strength, Agility, Intellect, and Reputation. Each of them will have its own benefits, so it's up to you what you prioritize. But in most cases, you need to improve on your own without relying on money. Crazy Graphics – Hard Time's 3D graphics aren't the best, but it does the job well. Since it is a simulation game about the prison, the graphics fit very well into the
prison system. There is no need for fancy and bright colors as you go to fight a lot. Easy control - In hard times, you get full control of your character. You can move your character with the virtual joystick and then the buttons on the right have their own attributes. Hard Time Mod APK – Unlock the full game Hard Time is a great prison simulation game that lets you know what life is like in a prison. Download
the unlimited money mod now and become the king of the prison! The toughest prison sim in the yard - which celebrates more than 10 million downloads !!! Create your own inmate and try to survive in a prison where every sentence is an expression of death. Mix up to 100 other inmates in a sprawling prison with 12 unique areas, each filled with fully interactive furniture and props. Every day you will find
your mental health and be shy. Both can be restored through sleep - which is also a great way to pass the time. You will not always be allowed to sleep, but when eating food and drink fills the gap. You may find that you have to go to the bathroom from time to time, in which case you have to walk to the bathroom! If not, you can use a toilet to sit or take some toilet paper to save your blush. App market for
100% working mods. Accelerated for downloading large mod files. What is HappyMod ? How does it work? by Rexdl August 22 Version: 1,431File size: 24 MBMemorize: www.ReXdl.comThe toughest prison sim in the yard – now celebrates over 10 MILLION downloads!!! Create your own inmate and try to survive in a prison where every sentence is a death sentence. Rub shoulders with up to 100 fellow
inmates in a sprawling prison of 12 unique areas, each filled with fully interactive furniture and props. Plus a life beyond the prison populated by real civilians, with overseers overseers Dozens of different laws to keep you from taking a break. Every day you will find that your health and mental state are slipping away. Both can be restored by sleeping – which is also a great way to pass the time. However,
they will not always be allowed to sleep, so eating food and drink bridges the gap. These, along with many other activities such as reading or watching TV, can also help improve your mental state. If you lose your mind, you will collapse and temporarily lose control of your character (almost certainly get into trouble!). Your character also has a number of attributes to improve: – STRENGTH indicates how
much damage you can do or absorb. You can improve it by fighting or lifting weights. - AGILITY determines how fast you move. You can improve it by jogging in the yard or shooting baskets. – INTELLECT reflects your knowledge, including combat skills such as counters. You can improve it by reading books. REPUTATION is how much other prisoners respect you. It can be improved by performing tasks or
intimidating others. There are also ways to make money – whether you're working with a bander, trading items with a win, or running with a gang. Having money increases your ability to grease the wheels and make your life inside easier. You may find that you have to go to the toilet from time to time, in which case you have to race to the bathroom! Alternatively, you can grab a toilet to sit or a few toilet
paper to protect your blush. If you do not do so, your reputation and mental state will be damaged. I regret that there is more to this game than I could ever explain here, so I hope you enjoy finding some things for yourself. Upgrade to VIP to enjoy the full experience without ads – plus access to the editor that lets you customize your character and everyone else. BASIC CONTROLS: (*Watch out for tutorials
within the actual game) The game uses buttons in which letters like GTA represent what they do: G = Ggrip / Throw weapon T = taunt (interact with handheld props) A = attack (to kick on your own, to hit with one direction) R = Run P = Pick-Up / DropOTHER – Press AN – Press any key with any direction (or none) in a gripper to trigger different movements. – Press RUN and PICK-UP together to set a small
object on fire (which can then be used to set a large object on fire). – Touch the watch to play the game options to quit. – Touch each speech bubble to speed up through conversations. PERFORMANCE – If you find that your device is having trouble displaying many characters, you should keep the Population Low option. – Speed Up Frame Rate Sleep requires good performance at the standard frame rate.
- Go to the display options to mitigate other features. Improved compatibility with 64-bit devices in both landscape formats. Приключения Приключения Приключения Приключения Приключения Ролевые Ролевые Ролевые
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